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Python JavaScript Java C

React.js Node.js Angular

TensorFlow Pandas PyTorch

Robert Firstman
�404� 414�7442 firstmanrobert@gmail.com robfirstman.com

EDUCATION

Bachelor's of Computer Science
Georgia Institute of Technology

GPA

3.8 4.0

PROJECTS

Coinrun Deep Q-Learning
Atlanta, GA

A deep learning approach to reinforcement learning
Utilized PyTorch to train an agent to play a platforming game
Created a convolutional neural network trained on game footage
Experimented with various network designs to maximize performance
Produced a model that could routinely beat testing levels

Robo Recruit
Atlanta, GA

Intelligent web-based recruitment tool created for The Home Depot
Implemented a tool to extract useful information from resumes
Streamlined the recruitment process by eliminating the need for 
manual data entry

Hip Hop/Jazz Analysis
Atlanta, GA

https://github.com/RFirstman/hiphop-jazz-analysis

Lightweight tools to assist in obtaining and analyzing music lyric data
Created a tool to scrape lyric data using the Genius API
Organized this data into individual verses sorted by artists
Generated visual representations of rhyme schemes
Utilized regular expressions and phonetic encodings to produce these

MyFloorView
Atlanta, GA

A data visualization tool for warehouse workers at The Home Depot
Performed user research to determine the project's direction
Produced a readable dashboard that displayed live warehouse data
Enabled workers to track their performance in real time
Deployed the tool to various distribution centers in the country

EXPERIENCE

Software Engineer Intern
The Home Depot

Atlanta, GA

Developed and deployed two full stack web 
applications
Performed user and business research to 
maximize application value
Evaluated use cases of an AR framework for 
potential use in the company
Full-time internship during Summer 2018 and 
part-time work during the academic year

SKILLS

Programming Languages

Web

Other

COURSE CONCEPTS

Machine Learning

Computer Networking

Systems & Architecture

Relational Databases
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